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001 - RESEARCH
3 LABS WERE ANALYZED

• 2 Traditional Labs: They consisted of traditional note-takers; they took 

notes strictly on physical paper notebooks

• 1 Digital Lab: They consisted of researchers who utilized LabArchives; 

they also used additional note-taking tools like pieces of paper, physical 

notebooks, and smart notebooks (like Rocketbook)

THE METHODS

• Both observations and interviews were conducted to understand 

researchers perspectives on traditional and digital note-taking methods
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001 - TRADITIONAL LABS
VIEWS ON TRADITIONAL NOTE-TAKING

Preference:

• Ease of writing notes on print outs  and drawing

• It’s quicker to jot down notes

• They used them in school so it’s something they’re use to

• Easier to carry around a notebook versus a laptop - bulky laptops

External/Environmental Factors:

• Depends on the lab manager - may or may not be required to use 

notebooks

• Some environments don’t allow the use of electronics - chemicals and 

data

VIEWS ON DIGITAL NOTE-TAKING

• Some people expressed the ease of having notes in computer - ctrl-f

• Lack of confusion - decoding another person’s notes

• Accurate and arguable dates of discovery

• Localization of notes

• Lack of clutter

• We are moving in that direction anyways
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001 - TRADITIONAL LABS
OTHER OBSERVATIONS

• One person scanned and uploaded all his lab notes into the computer

• Everyone uses a different method of taking notes - some utilize 

technology to supplement their physical notes 

• There is a general format that they follow - projects are individual 

notebooks, the date, the experiment

• Every lab manager has different requirements for how they want 

experiments documented and stored

• One page does not always mean one experiment - one page can be filled 

with notes from 3 separate days

• People don’t store their raw data but they do take their notes and make 

reports that they save in their computers - doesn’t mean raw data lacks 

importance in the long run

• People like having more than one form of documentation - both physical 

and digital
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001 - DIGITAL LABS
VIEWS ON TRADITIONAL NOTE-TAKING

• Easier to draw or sketch when needed

• Easier to carry

• More hygienic than computers - you take your computer home but not 

your lab notebooks so there isn’t fear of taking home residual chemicals 

or substances

• Can’t use ctrl-f to find specific notes

• Notebooks take up a lot of space

• Notebooks are used for messier versions of notes before organizing them 

in the ELN

VIEWS ON DIGITAL NOTE-TAKING

• Some people expressed the ease of having notes in computer - ctrl-f

• Lack of confusion - decoding another person’s notes

• Accurate and arguable dates of discovery

• Localization of notes

• Lack of clutter

• We are moving in that direction anyways
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POINT 1

People were completely unaware of 

some of the features that are offered 

in Lab Archives.

PARTICIPANT 8

" Usually if I edit pictures, I edit them 

in some other software first, then I add 

it in here. It is - yeah I don’t think the 

picture editing part of the software is 

very well developed. "

PARTICIPANT 10

" I feel like you risk contaminating your 

computer. As opposed to having a pen 

and designate it as your experimental 

pen, you can just come and make a 

note that way. "

PARTICIPANT 10

" I was following this protocol, wearing 

gloves at the bench. If I made changes 

to the protocol, I would have to either...

open my phone and add things or 

change things while in the middle of 

the experiment."

PARTICIPANT 8

" ...it would be really useful to write on 

[photos] like what each lane means 

something different - basically label 

things. I find it really difficult to format 

like a line in the ELN so I do it in a 

PowerPoint. "

002 - CURRENT PAIN POINTS

POINT 2

There is an overwhelming amount 

of buttons and drop downs - this 

increases cognitive load, meaning, 

users aren't able to remember the 

location of all the different features 

and actions and this contributes to 

lack of feature knowledge.

POINT 4

Due to the usage of gloves, and some 

other unknown factors, most users 

don't utilize the phone app to update 

their notes. It's inconvenient to take 

off  and put on gloves constantly 

throughout experiments. 

POINT 3

Very few people carry their laptops 

with them during experiments for 

multiple reasons, some being fear of 

ruining their computers and the lack 

of convenience. They use loose sheets 

of paper or notebooks to write notes.
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003 - WHAT'S STAYING

      ADMIN CONTROL

  VERSION TRACKER

 ALL FEATURES & TOOLS

      ACTIVITY LOG
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003 - WHAT'S CHANGING

      TOOLBAR LAYOUT

       NOTE ORGANIZATION

      NOTE CONTAINERS

      CUSTOMIZED TEMPLATES
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003 - ORGANIZATION
NOTEBOOK ORGANIZATION

Currently, "notebook" is hidden under a 

tab and they're organized by user.

Instead of using the notebooks as 

projects, researchers use the folders.

The long-term issue with this is 

organization and a cluttered menu bar 

and some users struggled with finding 

ways to organize their notes.

The proposed solution is to remodel the 

layout so users can organize by projects 

and only view notes for one project at 

a time. This also plays well with the 

"archived" feature where users can 

archive full notebooks as projects end 

rather than individual folders or pages. 
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003 - TOOLBAR AND FEATURES
TOOLBAR EXPANSION

Currently, there are a lot of features that are hidden 

behind buttons and dropdowns. The goal of this 

solution is to allow your users to see all their options 

and become more aware of all the features you have 

to offer. This layout is also familiar to users as it's 

usage is common in most microsoft applications.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Make Template/Add Template: existing LA users 

create their own note-taking templates, such as tables 

or note formats. They currently copy those formats 

from one page to another. This feature gives them an 

opportunity to make actual templates that they can 

add to any page without switching from one another.
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003 - NOTE CONTAINERS
FREEFORM TEXT BOXES

Currently, LA enables users to section notes but they 

have to select arrows to move those sections around. 

By giving users the ability to freely move sections 

around, it may increase the efficiency of note-taking. 

Also, this removes some of the excess buttons that 

may be overwhelming to users. 

This format is inspired by Microsoft's OneNote as some 

users are familiar with that platform and expressed 

preference towards it. 
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003 - ONBOARDING TUTORIAL
VIDEO AND TOOLTIPS

Currently, lab managers are giving tutorials to 

researchers on how to use LA - there isn't a walk-

through for users to individually learn about the 

features.

A suggested solution would be paired with a video 

or walk-through with in-person tutorials so users can 

really understand what your platform is capable of. A 

simple video or walk-through wouldn't be enough since 

users can easily click through without paying attention.
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003 - A WHOLE SYSTEM
COMBINING ANALOG AND DIGITAL 
SOLUTIONS

Some researchers utilize smart notebooks like 

Rocketbook, where they can write traditional notes but 

upload them to a digital platform. 

A possible solution to increase LA adoption is to 

extend your platform to include technology like that. 

Since there are some reservations from traditional 

note-takers, this could help remove some of those 

perceptions. 

From usability testing and interviews, all 6 of my 

participants expressed interest in this system.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, FEEL FREE TO REACH OUT 

TO ME AT ALICIARIZOLIU@MY.UNT.EDU.
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